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The purpose of this talk is to illustrate how cognitive eventrelated

brain potentials or ERPs can aid our understanding of memory span change

in children by helping to specify the nature of processing speed

development. This technique will show that the processes of item

identification contribute to the development of span. A brief review of

the literature will motivate this claim.

Span has been studied for some time. The exercise of strategic skills

such as rehearsal and the recoding employed in chunking parallel the

increase in memory span observed during childhood. Recently, speed of

processing has been proposed as the final factor to complete this

explaination: the faster children can perform a set of critical behaviors,

the larger will be the size of their memory span.

The work of the researches at this symposium leaves no doubt that

temporal processes do contribute to span development. The debate seems to

be over just which cognitive processes are involved.

Chi (1977) specifies the early processes of encoding and name

retrieval as the critical loci of speed. Huime et al.(1984) point to

increasing speed in the motor responses required to articulate stimulus

words. Case et al. (1982) claim that the attentional demands of processing

items costs small children the storage space that older children and

adults enjoy.

These divergent interpretations raise the question as to whether

behavioral measures alone are sufficient to decide among these

alternatives. Complementing behavioral measures of processing speed

with the findings of an additional metric that responds selectively to

stages of information processing may help resolve these sorts of

questions. Recent ERP research from my laboratory suggests that speed of

identifying stimuli contributes to the growth of children's memory span.

It further appears that thi7, increase in speed does not reflect the use of

strategies or the speed of articulation and must occur in the early stages

of information processing involved in a memory task.
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This work began with Arnold Starr and John Polich at the Department of

Neurology at UC Irvine when they were studying the memory deficits found

in dementing illness with ERPs. Since both demented individuals and

healthy children show rapid changes in memory (albeit in opposite

direction0 over a short period of time, normal developoment looked like

an ideal model to test the sensitivity of the ERP measure to memory

changes.

Eventrelated potentials are timedependent changes in electrical

activity of the brain as recorded by scalp electrodes following the

presentation of a physical stimulus through auditory, visual or

somatosensory modalities. It is possible to extract from the EEG the

electrical activity that is uniquely associated with the occurrence of

this particular event, and to discriMinate whether these events reflect

sensory changes or are 'cognitive'in nature. Because the magnitude of the

EEG is much greater than the response from a stimulus, signal averaging is

employed to extract this neural information (Figure 1).

Insert Figure 1 about here

The record appears as a series of voltage oscillations of various

amplitudes and latencies. This whole record can be analyzed into

functional components or smaller segments of the overall record that are

singled out on the basis of variations in latency, amplitude or scalp

topography. In this example they are labelled N1 and P2.

Figure 2 represents the main components associated with typical

sensory and cognitive functions. Sensory potentials are said to be

Insert Figure 2 about here

evoked by the stimulus and are sometimes called the exogenous components.

These evoked potentials are responses to stimuli which reflect the sensory
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modality, physical attributes of the stimulus, and the neurological

integrity of the sensory pathways. They are unaffected by factors such as

attention or task instruction. The measurment of these components are

regularly done in clinical settings to study sensory functions

The cognitive components, by contrast, are elicited by the processing

demands of the task and are relatively independent of the physical

character of the stimuli. These begin to occur about 100 msec after the

stimulus presentation and they tend to be relatively large in amplitude.

One of the most studied of the cognitive components is the P300 or P3.

This is a large (10-20 uV) component with a modal latency of 300 msec in

young adults. It is elicited by task relevant events, often with what has

been termed an auditory "oddball task. In this task (Figure 3) the

subject is presented with two toNes, one at 1000 Hz and the other at 2000

Hz, which occur randomly 80% and 20% of the trials, 'respectively. The

subject is instructed to attend to and keep a mental count of the

occurrences of the "odd ball" or rare tone (Note 1). In Figure 3 the ERP

record elicited by the frequent tone is compared with the record elicited

Insert Figure 3 about here

by the rare tone for four subjects. The recording is repeated for each

subject to ensure a reliable assessment. A large positive wave occurs on

the trace of the rare tone. On many records, as is evident here, a '1)3a'

and a 'P3b' subcomponent can be observed. These factors appear to involve

different factors and can be manipulated experimentally. The distinction

is not essential for the remainder of this argument (Note 2).

The amplitude of the P3 is inversely proportional to the subjects

expectancy of the target: when the stimuli are relevant to the task, the

amplitude of the P3 increases monotonically as the probability of

occurrence of the target declines (DuncanJohnson & Donchin, 1977). This

5
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is shown in Figure 4. The amplitude of the P3 is thought to reflect the

"suprise value" of the stimulus, or the amount of "context updating"

Insert Figure 4 about here

Q

required as the new stimulus event is identified and compared with the

memorial record of previous events. Infrequently occurring events elicit a

larger amplitude P3 than do more frequent events because they require a

greater change in the memorial representation of the context (Donchin,

1981).

The latency of the P3 can therefore be used to measure the time

required for this updating to be completed. P3 latency can serve as an

estimate of the time required for eliciting stimuli to be identified and

,
r

classified with respect to the task demands at hand (Donchin, 1979). Since

P3 latency is virtually unaffected by factors that affect the selection

and execution of a response, the selective sensitivity of P3 latency

underlines its potential as a an additional metric of information

processing. Factors that affect P3 latency include relative difficulty in

identifying stimuli, cognitive impairment due to trauma or disease, as

well as the normal processes of maturation and aging.

For example, stimuli that are harder to distinguish exhibit delays in

the latency of P300. Subjects in Figure 5 are distinguishing the target

Insert Figure 5 about here

tone from the background or standard tone in a clear environment and in

one containing a 60 Hz white noise hiss, when the target tone is easier

(4000 Hz or 2000 Hz) or harder (1500 Hz) to distinguish From the 1000 Hz

standard (Polich, Howard, and Starr, 1985). Both difficulty in

discriminating the target and the presence of noise affect the latency of

the P300 subcomponents in a strictly additive manner.

6
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McCarthy and Donchin (1981) in a visual choice reaction time study

(Figure 6) instructed subjects to make either compatable responses

Insert Figure 6 about here

( pressing a button in the left hand when shown the word 'left') or an

incompatable response ( pressing the button held in the left hand when

shown the word 'right'). Figure 7 shows that P3 latency and reaction

Insert Figure 7 about here

time were recorded as the stimulus word was presented in noise and

nonoise conditions. Difficulty in identifying items and in selecting a

response both slow reaction time, while only difficulty of identifying the

target (noise) slows the latency of P3. The P3 reflects identification and

categorization processes that are independent of response selection.

P3 latency is also affected by the presence of cognitive impairment.

Figure 8 compares P3 latency recorded from healthy elderly subjects with

the P3 recorded from similarly aged individuals suffering from various

dementing illnesses suchiis Alzheimer's disease (Goodin et al., 1978). P3

latency alone of the late components was delayed over two standard

Insert Figure 8 about here

deviations in the demented subjects, all of whom suffered from marked

memory impairment. In a subsequent study, P3 latency was shown to reflect

the degree of cognitive impairment (Polich et al., Note 3; Figure 9).

Insert Figure 9 about here



Age of the subject also affects the latency of the P3. Figure 10

illustrates a sample of 96 healthy subjects ranging in age from 5 to 86

Insert Figure 10 about here

years who were studied at UCI using the replicated trial procedure. The

latency of the P3 is quite long in small children, rapidly speeding up to

minimal latency in mid-to-late teens, and gradually slowing down with

increasing age (Polich, Howard, Starr, 1985). This course parallels the

change in other age sensitive variables. For example, during this same

period of rapid decline in the latency of the P3 during childhood, the

memory span is making a dramatic spurt.

This potential link of P3 latency and cognitive capacity was explored

by comparing P3 latency with the combined forward and reverse digit spans

of the individuals in the aging study (Figure 11). A strong relationship

between digit span and latency of the P3 was found, a correspondencb not

Insert Figure 11 about here

shown by other late components. This relationship even improved when the

effects of age were partialled out statistically (r = -.52 for P3a, r =

-.40 for P3b): if people are fast in generating the P3, they tend to have

a larger memory span at any age (Polich, Howard, and Starr, 1983).

Comparing a sample of children with a sample of young adults on this

same pair of tasks, the %ffect became even more striking (Figure 12). P3

latency accounted for a considerable amount of the variance of digit span

Insert Figure 12 about here

scores in children ( r = -.59) while exhibiting essentially no explanatory

8



power in young adults (r = .21; Howard and Polich, 1985). Given the

restricted range of adult memory scores, this latter fact is not

suprising.

The correlation of P3 latency with digit span implies that delays in

children's speed in performing an auditory memory task are located in

processes that occur while stimuli are being identified and categorized.

I have been investigating this relationship of stimulus evaluation

speed and memory span development by examining a larger sample of children

with a wider spectrum of memory measures. Even small children will

eagerly cooperate with the process of "making brainwaves" if made co

investigators who are given an active sense of control in the situation,

such as inserting their electrode leads into the averager. Figure 13

presents repeated measures of the auditory oddball task for typical

subjects from the five groups currently being studied. Both average

latency and amplitude of the P3 are presented for each subject.

Insert Figure 13 about here

The latency of the P3 component diminishes quite rapidly to a minimum in

midteens, replicating our earlier findings. The proximity of the region

of minimal latency to the onset of puberty suggests a maturational process

is affecting P3 latency. Figure 14 shows that the relationship found

earlier between P3a and P3b latency and digit span in children is also

replicated in this larger sample.

Insert Figure 14 about here

Figure 15 illustrates the variability found within each group. TFe

records of four subjects within each age group are printed over the same

Insert Figure 15 about here

9
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coordinates. For all subjects the P3 is apparent. The younger subjects
,

show both greater variability in their record and greater similarity

between the ERPs elicited by the two tones than do older subjects. It is

interesting to note that though young children are accurate in

discriminating between the tones, as their count of the number of

occurrences of the target shows, they respond to the frequently occurring

tone much as they do to the target tone: a large P3 occurs on both

records, whereas only a vestigial P3 occurs on the ERP elicited by the

frequent tone in adults. Seemingly children must devote resources to

context updating not only on the occasion of a rare event, but to frequent

and expected events-as well. The process of identifiCation seems to be

less efficient for children.

How then may the relationship of memory span and stimulus

identification time that occurs in children be understood? .The P3 is

triggered by the completion of the process of stimulus identification, a

process which may reflect delays in either encoding stimuli or in

retrieving their longterm representation. Hence, the association of Fast

P3 with large memory span cannot be explained by appealing to accelerated

response processes, including articulation: .

Secondly, since item identification time was measured with a very

simple auditory discrimination task (the odd ball.), the advantages of

recoding and rehearsal enjoyed by older children and adults will not serve

to distinguish them from younger subjects: the task demands are the same.

Thus subjects of widely different ages can be compared on a task that is

\seemingly strategy free. The differences children exhibit in stimulus

identification time would seem to be maturational in nature, reflecting

perhaps the increased mylination or dendritic differentiation of the

nervous system (Klorman et al.,.1978).

Finally, since the memory span task employed to compare children and

adults (digit span) is sensitive to the skill in rehearsal and recoding,

that older children and adults enjoy, the degree of association of

stimulus identification and span is probably underestimated. If this is

correct, then P3 latency may serve as a relatively precise indicator of a

maturational component of human memory, the effects of which are best seen

when strategic skills are absent or suppressed.

10
1
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These findings suggest that there is a distinct trade off between
stimulus identification demands and the size of working memory because
processing delays do not involve the production of a response or admit
much assistance from the skills that are known to support memory span.
Further support for this inference can be drawn from a study by Karis,
Fabiani, and Donchin (1984), who found that P3 predicted recall for
discrepant items in the middle serial positions only for those adults who
employed rote rehearsal strategies in constrast to those adults who used
elaborative rehearsal strategies. The interpretation outlined above would
seem to apply here: speed of item identification as measured by the P3.
determines the size of memory span to the extent that early processing,
that which is completed within a second, is involved. This is supplemented
by increasingly sophisticated mnemonic strategies and recoding that
operate when items are being organized into groups or rehearsal sets --
processes that occur after a second or so has passed.

Thus, it can be concluded that a significant proportion of the
variance of memory span development is tied to the speed of stimulus
identification processes. This view complements the evidence of temporal
involvement at other processing stages, suggesting that temporal delays$

may occur at several points during the complex of events that support
working memory. To the extent that these are opaque to behavioral
measures, ERPs provide an important additional metric to analyse the
ontogeny of working memory capacity.

11
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Notes

1. Counting is not required to elicit a P. We employ the counting task

to ensure the subject is doing what is essential to the P3: attending to

the occurrence of the rare tone. With small Chfldren who have difficulty

in counting the tcnes, we instructed them to simply "tap mommy's hand"

with each occurrence of the target tone. The parent remembered and
. .

reported the number of taps. Children readily mastered this task. We

compared the records of a group of older children (8 12 years) and young

adults under both count and tap Conditions and found no difference in P3

latency.

2. These components appear to reflect different factors involved in

stimulus evaluation. When we report "P3" without specification, we are

reporting the largest amplitude component on a given block of trials

whether it is an 'a' or a 'b.' Since these factors are additive, the._

distinction has no direct impact on the general argument of this paper.

C.f. Polich, Howard, & Starr (1983) for a fuller discussion and

references.

3. Polich, J., Ehlers, C. L., Otis, S., Mandell, A. J., & Bloom, F. P300

latency reflects the degree of cognitive decline in dementinq illness.

Manuscript submitted for publication, 1984.
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